The most complete radar and lidar police training program available.

*Understanding Police Traffic RADAR & LIDAR*

by

Law Enforcement Services, LLC

*Understanding Police Traffic RADAR & LIDAR* Student Manual, Instructor USB Flashdrive and Final Exam exceeds all NHTSA training requirements. A must for every police instructor, plus radar and lidar operator. Updated annually, this training program covers all makes and models of police radar and lidar.

*Understanding Police Traffic RADAR & LIDAR* provides valuable information on the latest techniques and equipment utilized by law enforcement to enforce speed laws. This program analyzes the latest features in police radar and lidar such as digital signal processing, fastest vehicle mode, vehicle speed sensor, same lane tracking, direction sensing radar, simultaneous duel transmission radar, infrared remote controls, heads up displays, inclement weather programs, survey modes with tilt sensors, stealth modes, speed detection in-car video and digital still image interfacing, and much more. Also covered are all radar and lidar effects, recent court rulings (USA and Canada), radar and laser jamming devices, radar detector/detectors, plus federal and state laws regarding detectors and jammers.

*Understanding Police Traffic RADAR & LIDAR* also covers enforcement techniques such as quick pace timing, time-distance computers, stopwatch techniques, properly and improperly posted speed limits, photo cop, public support and public criticism regarding enforcement techniques. Thousands of police officers throughout the United States and Canada have utilized this training manual to learn radar, lidar and other speed enforcement techniques. Written by a state trooper with 30 years of experience and published by Law Enforcement Services, LLC, this training program is revised annually to stay current with the latest products and the most current information available.

**Understanding Police Traffic RADAR & LIDAR**

- **Student Manual**
  - 200 pages, paperback
  - $24.95 plus S&H
  - 25 books or more $19.95 plus free S&H

**Instructor USB Flashdrive**

- PowerPoint Presentation
  - 556 slides, 44 video and 29 audio clips
  - $34.95 plus S&H

**Final Exam**

- $14.95 plus S&H

Order online with PayPal at:
www.LawEnforcementServices.biz

Discounted prices when ordering 25 books or more.

For large orders and government orders contact Law Enforcement Services, LLC
Email: LawEnforceSer@aol.com  Phone: 801-319-4192